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In your hands is a poetry journal written by an undead poet, recounting his firsthand experience
during the zombie plague. Little is known about the author before he turned into a zombie, but
thanks to his continued writings in this journal - even after his death - you can accompany him
from infection to demise. Through the intimate poetry of haiku, the zombie chronicles his epic
journey through deserted streets and barricaded doors. Each three-line poem, structured in the
classic 5-7-5 syllable structure, unravels a little more of the story. You'll love every eye-popping,
gut-wrenching, flesh-eating page!

"Everyone talks about the dysfunction of American politics, but very few people have practical or
thought-through ideas on what to do about it. Bruce Cain has studied this topic extensively as a
scholar and has first-hand experience in the cauldron of California's ongoing experiments in
structural reform. In this book he explains the conceptual weakness in today's most popular
reform proposals and offers a convincing alternative. I hope this book informs media, academic
and public discussions of a way out of our political morass."James Fallows, National
Correspondent, The Atlantic"Bruce Cain has written a remarkable, deeply insightful book about
the American experience with political reform. His survey is wide-ranging, distinguishing
throughout a populist vision of tight citizen control of government from a pluralist call to protect
the role of interest groups, parties and other intermediaries in building coalitions and
encouraging workable compromise. Campaign finance, redistricting, election administration,
transparency and conflict-of interest regulation are among the topics that receive careful
attention, and Cain offers both keen criticism of policy failure and a fresh path forward. Scholars
and policy-makers will be turning to this book for years to come."Bob Bauer, New York University
School of Law and Co-Chair of the Presidential Commission on Election
Administration"Democracy More or Less is a crowning achievement from one of the leading
thinkers on election law and politics. Bruce Cain's must-read account of the failures of political
reform efforts in the US should be carefully studied by everyone who believes in easy solutions
to the problem of money in politics, redistricting, polarization and representation. Cain's
proposed solutions merit our attention and serious consideration."Rick Hasen, School of Law,
University of California, Irvine"In this wide-ranging study Cain argues that reforms often fail
because they reflect a misguided attempt to increase popular democracy. In his view the latter is
like homeopathic medicine, taken in small amounts it may be helpful, but in larger amounts it is
harmful."Morris Fiorina, Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution"This is a book all sides of the
political reform debate should read. Its fresh thinking and insightful analysis will probably fully
please no side, but it will help all sides better understand the scope of the issues and what
others are thinking."Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Attorney, Jones Day"Finally, a book on American



democracy that challenges romantic, populist 'reform' naiveté and insists that serious and
productive reform must instead take into account the way political power is actually constructed,
mobilized and channeled - particularly through organizations, including political parties, that
inevitably and desirably exist between the isolated citizen and effective political participation.
Deceptively short and accessible, this book raises profound and necessary challenges to more
conventional ways of thinking about the nature and fate of democracy in America."Rick Pildes,
New York University School of LawBook DescriptionThis book studies how American political
reform efforts often fail because of the unrealistic ideal of a fully informed and engaged
citizenry.About the AuthorBruce E. Cain is the Charles Louis Ducommun Professor of
Humanities and Sciences in the Political Science Department at Stanford University, California,
where he is also the director of the Bill Lane Center for the American West. In addition to
publishing numerous scholarly works, he has also served as a consultant for state and local
governments on constitutional and charter reform, campaign finance regulation, redistricting,
and voting rights. He received the Zale Award for Outstanding Achievement in Policy Research
and Public Service and was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.Read more
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Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our
mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from
Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber?
Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to
read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.ZOMBIEHAIKURyan
MecumZombie Haiku. Copyright © 2008 by Ryan Mecum. Manufactured in China. All rights
reserved. No other part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or
mechanical means including information storage and retrieval systems without permission in
writing from the publisher, except by a reviewer, who may quote brief passages in a review.
Published by HOW Books, an imprint of Simon & Schuster, Inc., 57 Littlefield Street, Avon, MA
02322 (800) 289-0963. First edition.For more fine books from F+W Publications, visit .12 11 10
09 08 5 4 3 2 1Distributed in Canada by Fraser Direct, 100 Armstrong Avenue, Georgetown,
Ontario, Canada L7G 5S4, Tel: (905) 877-4411. Distributed in the U.K. and Europe by David &
Charles, Brunel House, Newton Abbot, Devon, TQ12 4PU, England, Tel: (+44) 1626-323200,
Fax: (+44) 1626-323319, E-mail: postmaster@davidandcharles.co.uk. Distributed in Australia by
Capricorn Link, P.O. Box 704, Windsor, NSW 2756 Australia, Tel: (02) 4577-3555.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data2008008678Editor: Amy SchellHOW Books Art
Director: Grace RingProduction Coordinator: Greg NockPhotographer: Ryan MecumDesigner/
Packager:Lisa Kuhn/Curio Press, LLCThis journal belongs toContentsSpring has
sprungDandelionsNeighborSpaghettiClose-upBelowTroubleMy carCRAWLEYEBALLSHINY
LIQUIDREACHTASTY NECK!TEETHHIGHWAYCOMPETITIONDEADWETPULLINGMAGGOTS
GIRLFIELDBASEMENTFRIENDSTEPSWHEATHEADWOODSFENCENO
FENCEFELLSMILEFACEAIRPORTAbout the AuthorSpring has sprungTo whoever might find
this, My name is Chris Lynch, and I'm pretty sure I'm dying. In fact, if you are reading this, I'm
probably already dead. Not that anyone will be around to read this … from what I've seen, I'd
guess this is the end of everything.This is my poetry journal. In it, I will attempt to capture the
beauty I see in the world in the form of a poetic structure called “haiku.” With three simple lines
composed of five syllables, then seven syllables, and another line of five syllables, I will attempt
to capture the earthly beauty which can be so overwhelming that I sometimes feel like I'm going
to burst open. Enjoy.I'm writing this from inside a locked bathroom at the airport. After the plague,
about a hundred of us moved safely behind the fences of this airport. For the past couple
months, we have been relatively safe here because the dead couldn't get past the fences. Well,
then they figured out how to get past the fences. A girl named Barbara and I locked ourselves
into an airport magazine shop. We lived off candy bars. For a few weeks, and then let starvation
run its course. Barbara died and turned into whatever the dead turn into,The bird flew awaywith
more than just my bread crumbs.He took my sorrow.If the dawn should breakand take away this
sunrise,I hope I break, too.My soul hovers up,climbing from its stomach cave,to give my heart



tempt warmth.Which is why I had to attempt my suicide run for this bathroom. Somehow, people
turn into these things when they die, or if one bites them. Long story short: I think I'm the only
one left of our airport group, and it's not looking like I can hide out much longer. This journal that
I'm writing in … its former owner bit me. As I was trying to dodge my way through the crowd and
into the safety of this bathroom, one of them grabbed me. I punched him. He bit me. I was able to
get away and kill the guy (or re-kill the guy?) by slamming the bathroom door on his head, a lot.
Not pretty. During the slam-fest, his arm got caught on this side of the door and I severed it off. In
his hand was this journal.If she calls tonight,my heart will score one more point.And doubt,
minus one.The woods are lovely.They are dark and they are deep.How I love the woods.Fifty
years from now,When I am slow, old and gray,will she be there, too?Now I'm alone in a locked
bathroom with a journal, a pen, and an arm of a dead man who came alive and died again. Is
that murder? If so, lock me up. Ha Ha! I guess I'm already locked up, so case dismissed! Out
there, clawing at the I can hear them door. I'm not going anywhere.Chris L.DandelionsJoy!
Magic exists! An old dream of mine came true and I think it's love.Sometimes rain is sad, but
after the time we shared, rain can't pull me down.The tree in the wind slowly bends like a dancer,
dancing in the sky.Little mosquito, where is it you have flown from? Your name sounds
Spanish.My day starts off bad. I'm running behind for work. If I'm late, I'm dead.Something on the
news about people acting odd, so I switch to sports.I grab a quick meal while skimming through
the paper. Death, death, death, comics.Dodging eye contact from my neighbor's awkward stare,
I leave my nice house.As I start my car, my neighbor just keeps staring and doesn't wave
back.NeighborRadio stations are not playing any songs, so I turn it off.On the way to work, I
drive past lots of car wrecks clogging up traffic.A guy almost dies stumbling onto the road. Too
drunk to walk straight.Much to my surprise, when I get to the office, the place is empty.When I
call the boss, he answers and screams at me and then drops the phone.Beth from accounting is
just sitting in her car eating spaghetti.Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster
ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases,
deals, recommended reads, and more from Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see
terms and conditions.Already a subscriber? Provide your email again so we can register this
ebook and send you more of what you like to read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in
your inbox.Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when
you join our mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and
more from Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Thank you for
downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our mailing list.
Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from Simon &
Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber? Provide
your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to read. You
will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.Already a subscriber? Provide your email
again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to read. You will
continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.ZOMBIEHAIKURyan
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sprungDandelionsNeighborSpaghettiClose-upBelowTroubleMy carCRAWLEYEBALLSHINY
LIQUIDREACHTASTY NECK!TEETHHIGHWAYCOMPETITIONDEADWETPULLINGMAGGOTS
GIRLFIELDBASEMENTFRIENDSTEPSWHEATHEADWOODSFENCENO
FENCEFELLSMILEFACEAIRPORTAbout the AuthorContentsSpring has
sprungDandelionsNeighborSpaghettiClose-upBelowTroubleMy carCRAWLEYEBALLSHINY
LIQUIDREACHTASTY NECK!TEETHHIGHWAYCOMPETITIONDEADWETPULLINGMAGGOTS
GIRLFIELDBASEMENTFRIENDSTEPSWHEATHEADWOODSFENCENO
FENCEFELLSMILEFACEAIRPORTAbout the AuthorSpring has sprungTo whoever might find
this, My name is Chris Lynch, and I'm pretty sure I'm dying. In fact, if you are reading this, I'm
probably already dead. Not that anyone will be around to read this … from what I've seen, I'd
guess this is the end of everything.This is my poetry journal. In it, I will attempt to capture the
beauty I see in the world in the form of a poetic structure called “haiku.” With three simple lines
composed of five syllables, then seven syllables, and another line of five syllables, I will attempt
to capture the earthly beauty which can be so overwhelming that I sometimes feel like I'm going
to burst open. Enjoy.I'm writing this from inside a locked bathroom at the airport. After the plague,
about a hundred of us moved safely behind the fences of this airport. For the past couple
months, we have been relatively safe here because the dead couldn't get past the fences. Well,
then they figured out how to get past the fences. A girl named Barbara and I locked ourselves
into an airport magazine shop. We lived off candy bars. For a few weeks, and then let starvation
run its course. Barbara died and turned into whatever the dead turn into,The bird flew awaywith
more than just my bread crumbs.He took my sorrow.If the dawn should breakand take away this
sunrise,I hope I break, too.My soul hovers up,climbing from its stomach cave,to give my heart
tempt warmth.Which is why I had to attempt my suicide run for this bathroom. Somehow, people
turn into these things when they die, or if one bites them. Long story short: I think I'm the only
one left of our airport group, and it's not looking like I can hide out much longer. This journal that
I'm writing in … its former owner bit me. As I was trying to dodge my way through the crowd and
into the safety of this bathroom, one of them grabbed me. I punched him. He bit me. I was able to
get away and kill the guy (or re-kill the guy?) by slamming the bathroom door on his head, a lot.
Not pretty. During the slam-fest, his arm got caught on this side of the door and I severed it off. In
his hand was this journal.If she calls tonight,my heart will score one more point.And doubt,



minus one.The woods are lovely.They are dark and they are deep.How I love the woods.Fifty
years from now,When I am slow, old and gray,will she be there, too?Now I'm alone in a locked
bathroom with a journal, a pen, and an arm of a dead man who came alive and died again. Is
that murder? If so, lock me up. Ha Ha! I guess I'm already locked up, so case dismissed! Out
there, clawing at the I can hear them door. I'm not going anywhere.Chris L.Spring has sprungTo
whoever might find this, My name is Chris Lynch, and I'm pretty sure I'm dying. In fact, if you are
reading this, I'm probably already dead. Not that anyone will be around to read this … from what
I've seen, I'd guess this is the end of everything.This is my poetry journal. In it, I will attempt to
capture the beauty I see in the world in the form of a poetic structure called “haiku.” With three
simple lines composed of five syllables, then seven syllables, and another line of five syllables, I
will attempt to capture the earthly beauty which can be so overwhelming that I sometimes feel
like I'm going to burst open. Enjoy.I'm writing this from inside a locked bathroom at the airport.
After the plague, about a hundred of us moved safely behind the fences of this airport. For the
past couple months, we have been relatively safe here because the dead couldn't get past the
fences. Well, then they figured out how to get past the fences. A girl named Barbara and I locked
ourselves into an airport magazine shop. We lived off candy bars. For a few weeks, and then let
starvation run its course. Barbara died and turned into whatever the dead turn into,The bird flew
awaywith more than just my bread crumbs.He took my sorrow.If the dawn should breakand take
away this sunrise,I hope I break, too.My soul hovers up,climbing from its stomach cave,to give
my heart tempt warmth.Which is why I had to attempt my suicide run for this bathroom.
Somehow, people turn into these things when they die, or if one bites them. Long story short: I
think I'm the only one left of our airport group, and it's not looking like I can hide out much longer.
This journal that I'm writing in … its former owner bit me. As I was trying to dodge my way
through the crowd and into the safety of this bathroom, one of them grabbed me. I punched him.
He bit me. I was able to get away and kill the guy (or re-kill the guy?) by slamming the bathroom
door on his head, a lot. Not pretty. During the slam-fest, his arm got caught on this side of the
door and I severed it off. In his hand was this journal.If she calls tonight,my heart will score one
more point.And doubt, minus one.The woods are lovely.They are dark and they are deep.How I
love the woods.Fifty years from now,When I am slow, old and gray,will she be there, too?Now I'm
alone in a locked bathroom with a journal, a pen, and an arm of a dead man who came alive and
died again. Is that murder? If so, lock me up. Ha Ha! I guess I'm already locked up, so case
dismissed! Out there, clawing at the I can hear them door. I'm not going anywhere.Chris L.Spring
has sprungTo whoever might find this, My name is Chris Lynch, and I'm pretty sure I'm dying. In
fact, if you are reading this, I'm probably already dead. Not that anyone will be around to read
this … from what I've seen, I'd guess this is the end of everything.This is my poetry journal. In it, I
will attempt to capture the beauty I see in the world in the form of a poetic structure called
“haiku.” With three simple lines composed of five syllables, then seven syllables, and another
line of five syllables, I will attempt to capture the earthly beauty which can be so overwhelming
that I sometimes feel like I'm going to burst open. Enjoy.I'm writing this from inside a locked



bathroom at the airport. After the plague, about a hundred of us moved safely behind the fences
of this airport. For the past couple months, we have been relatively safe here because the dead
couldn't get past the fences. Well, then they figured out how to get past the fences. A girl named
Barbara and I locked ourselves into an airport magazine shop. We lived off candy bars. For a few
weeks, and then let starvation run its course. Barbara died and turned into whatever the dead
turn into,The bird flew awaywith more than just my bread crumbs.He took my sorrow.If the dawn
should breakand take away this sunrise,I hope I break, too.My soul hovers up,climbing from its
stomach cave,to give my heart tempt warmth.Which is why I had to attempt my suicide run for
this bathroom. Somehow, people turn into these things when they die, or if one bites them. Long
story short: I think I'm the only one left of our airport group, and it's not looking like I can hide out
much longer. This journal that I'm writing in … its former owner bit me. As I was trying to dodge
my way through the crowd and into the safety of this bathroom, one of them grabbed me. I
punched him. He bit me. I was able to get away and kill the guy (or re-kill the guy?) by slamming
the bathroom door on his head, a lot. Not pretty. During the slam-fest, his arm got caught on this
side of the door and I severed it off. In his hand was this journal.If she calls tonight,my heart will
score one more point.And doubt, minus one.The woods are lovely.They are dark and they are
deep.How I love the woods.Fifty years from now,When I am slow, old and gray,will she be there,
too?Now I'm alone in a locked bathroom with a journal, a pen, and an arm of a dead man who
came alive and died again. Is that murder? If so, lock me up. Ha Ha! I guess I'm already locked
up, so case dismissed! Out there, clawing at the I can hear them door. I'm not going
anywhere.Chris L.DandelionsJoy! Magic exists! An old dream of mine came true and I think it's
love.Sometimes rain is sad, but after the time we shared, rain can't pull me down.The tree in the
wind slowly bends like a dancer, dancing in the sky.Little mosquito, where is it you have flown
from? Your name sounds Spanish.My day starts off bad. I'm running behind for work. If I'm late,
I'm dead.Something on the news about people acting odd, so I switch to sports.I grab a quick
meal while skimming through the paper. Death, death, death, comics.Dodging eye contact from
my neighbor's awkward stare, I leave my nice house.As I start my car, my neighbor just keeps
staring and doesn't wave back.DandelionsJoy! Magic exists! An old dream of mine came true
and I think it's love.Sometimes rain is sad, but after the time we shared, rain can't pull me
down.The tree in the wind slowly bends like a dancer, dancing in the sky.Little mosquito, where
is it you have flown from? Your name sounds Spanish.My day starts off bad. I'm running behind
for work. If I'm late, I'm dead.Something on the news about people acting odd, so I switch to
sports.I grab a quick meal while skimming through the paper. Death, death, death,
comics.Dodging eye contact from my neighbor's awkward stare, I leave my nice house.As I start
my car, my neighbor just keeps staring and doesn't wave back.DandelionsJoy! Magic exists! An
old dream of mine came true and I think it's love.Sometimes rain is sad, but after the time we
shared, rain can't pull me down.The tree in the wind slowly bends like a dancer, dancing in the
sky.Little mosquito, where is it you have flown from? Your name sounds Spanish.My day starts
off bad. I'm running behind for work. If I'm late, I'm dead.Something on the news about people



acting odd, so I switch to sports.I grab a quick meal while skimming through the paper. Death,
death, death, comics.Dodging eye contact from my neighbor's awkward stare, I leave my nice
house.As I start my car, my neighbor just keeps staring and doesn't wave back.NeighborRadio
stations are not playing any songs, so I turn it off.On the way to work, I drive past lots of car
wrecks clogging up traffic.A guy almost dies stumbling onto the road. Too drunk to walk
straight.Much to my surprise, when I get to the office, the place is empty.When I call the boss, he
answers and screams at me and then drops the phone.Beth from accounting is just sitting in her
car eating spaghetti.NeighborRadio stations are not playing any songs, so I turn it off.On the way
to work, I drive past lots of car wrecks clogging up traffic.A guy almost dies stumbling onto the
road. Too drunk to walk straight.Much to my surprise, when I get to the office, the place is
empty.When I call the boss, he answers and screams at me and then drops the phone.Beth from
accounting is just sitting in her car eating spaghetti.NeighborRadio stations are not playing any
songs, so I turn it off.On the way to work, I drive past lots of car wrecks clogging up traffic.A guy
almost dies stumbling onto the road. Too drunk to walk straight.Much to my surprise, when I get
to the office, the place is empty.When I call the boss, he answers and screams at me and then
drops the phone.Beth from accounting is just sitting in her car eating spaghetti.
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Max, “Good book for zombie lovers. It's a book for zombie poets.”

Lulu54, “Unbelievably non-Japanese haiku. Folks, the world takes itself so seriously sometimes,
you need to smile when someone smashes our expectation to pieces. Yes, this book is not the
best poetry, nor is it the best horror, but rather an idiosyncratic mutation (much like the
zombies). You get to go through the "mind" of a human going "zombie." The little snippets of
verse are just right in capturing blinks of consciousness from the poor victim. Yes, sometimes
repetitive and gory, with silly photos and no happy ending, nevertheless, a good addition to any
haiku library.  High marks for bravery and innovation.”

MotherMyBowlisEmpty, “Cute, funny, but too short. I read through this from start to finish in
under an hour. Its funny, some of the haiku are actually hilarious (I loved the nursing home set
and mom's meaty thighs), and I read a few of them out loud to my boyfriend. The ending ties in
really nicely to the prefacing notes, but I just felt it could have been a bit better. If you're looking
for a humorous zombie read, consider picking up a copy. You'll get a few laughs out of it.”

Danielle, “Zombie Haiku. My daughter convinnced me to order this book. At first I had no
interest but after reading the first few pages I was hooked. Never really thought about what it
would be like to be human turning into a zombie. A diary of a persons transformation. A different
sort of view.  Perfect for people who are into Zombies.  Used for Teen reading group.”

AMK, “great book/too quick. I mean, how long of a book can you make when only writing in
Haiku?Even so, I still felt like I went through this book way too fast. Don't get me wrong, the
poetry is great and the book flows well. It even ties itself up nicely at the end.Just be forewarned,
you will finish this book in under an hour.”

KMMR, “Loved it! Very clever.. I got this book as a gift from a friend and I have to say that it was
just awesome. I loved it so much I bought a few and passed them around as Christmas gifts this
past year to anyone I knew that would appreciate this kind of humor. It's witty, it's funny, it was
just very well done and an entertaining read.”

Jody Lewis, “Zombie Haiku. My Son owns all the Haiku books by Ryan Mecum so I have read
them all. But by far Zombie Haiku is my favorite one because, I love how this one really
describes what it would feel like to become a Zombie! I highly recommend this one to all the
Zombie Fans out there, if you don't already have this one, go now and get it!”

sophie, “Poetry book with a twist. Fun and quirky with creative layouts. Great poem selection for
any horror fan.”



Shaun, “Five Stars. My eight year old's favourite book of poetry.”

The book by Ryan Mecum has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 95 people have provided feedback.
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